# Mental Map Grade Sheet

**LOCATION:**  
Map clearly identifies your house and Cottage Grove High School  
- House stands out on map  
- Street address of both CGHS and Home is labeled on map  
- CGHS stands out on map  
- Compass Rose on map with North facing correctly  

| 0 | 3 | 5 | 8 | 10 |

**PLACE:**  
Map paints a picture of both physical and human characteristics  
- Natural features are present on the map (Hills, forests, rivers)  
- Man Made features are present on map (roads, buildings, parks)  
- Can use map to describe general appearance of a given area  

| 0 | 3 | 5 | 8 | 10 |

**MOVEMENT:**  
Clear instructions on the back of map that lead you from your house to CGHS  
- Instructions include street names  
- Instructions include cardinal and intermediate directions  
- Instructions make logical sense  

| 0 | 3 | 5 | 8 | 10 |

**HUMAN ENVIRONMENT INTERACTION:**  
Can Identify several Human Environment Interactions  
- Schools and parks  
- Bridges and roadways  
- Buildings and infrastructure  
- Land use (Reservoirs, Timberland, etc.)  

| 0 | 3 | 5 | 8 | 10 |

**REGIONS:**  
Two regions are clearly identified and shaded on your map  
- Regions can be formal or informal  
- Regions show division in the city  
- Regions are identified in legend or key  

| 0 | 3 | 5 | 8 | 10 |

**BONUS:**  
- Clean and organized look to map  
- Color is used to enhance map projections  
- Roads are clearly marked  
- Legend or key located on map  
- Turned in on time ready to present  

| 0 | 6 | 10 | 16 | 20 |

**TOTAL:**  
[enter score here] /50